MISSION briefing

MCT and Energy

DISCLAIMER
The contents of this document is intended for general information only and are not intended to serve as being, comprehensive and complete, nor to replace any
consultation process. BATTLE BREW TACTICAL NUTRITION does not guarantee or make any representations, express or implied, as to the safety, reliability ,
accuracy, correctness or completeness of this content.BATTLE BREW TACTICAL NUTRITION accepts no liability for any loss or damage (whether direct or
consequential) which may result from, or be attributable to, directly or indirectly, the information or opinions herein, or any other website or information that may be
referenced herein.
This document makes no claim that the any product listed on the site are anything other than dietary supplements designed to improve nutrition and, thereby, optimise
health.
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TACTICAL BRIEFING
As a recruit you will likely have heard about MCTs in the context of MCT coffee, especially the brand,
Bulletproof Coffee. This has created a lot of hype around MCTs and created some unrealistic
expectations.
Firstly MCTs are a weapon for better health but not a magic bullet.
A lot of recruits arrive here expecting to be turned into a Super Soldier and are a little disappointed
when they first try MCT's because they don't really feel super anything.
What most don't realise is that while the human body is able to cope with extreme imbalances, these
imbalances are not good for it. In most recent years the most common way of fuelling our bodies for
extended campaigns has been to use sugar in some manner or form.
Sugar and the war within
Ÿ When you feed your body sugar it has two options to deal with it:
Ÿ Burn it for energy
Ÿ Convert it to fat and store it.

Depending on your metabolism your body may choose a different combination of the above options
but there is a higher likelihood it's going to convert a lot of it to fat.
As soon as sugar hits your blood stream you pancreas detects a rush of sugar and releases a hormone
called insulin to deal with the excess sugar. Insulin helps to regulate your blood sugar and the higher
your blood sugar, the more insulin is released. Insulin helps your body to store all of this sugar which is
now glucose, in the liver and muscles as glycogen and in fat cells as triglycerides.
The problem occurs because you often put way too much sugar into your system too quickly and your
body battles to get the balance right and releases too much insulin which then causes your blood sugar
to drop below normal levels.
This is known as hypoglycaemia or a sugar crash and to rectify the problem your body demands sugar.
As it is already imbalanced often all that happens is your body starts the cycle over and over again.
What you experience during this cycle is an “energetic” high as your blood sugar rises and an
”exhausted” low as it drops. After a while you don't really get that much benefit as you are just adding
sugar for the highs to counteract the lows.

Swapping sugar for High Glycaemic Index Carbohydrates won't save you either because things like
white bread or chips can have an almost identical effect on your blood sugar as sugar itself.
The MCT Tactical Advantage
So why are MCTs different and if you don't feel an “Energy Surge” how can they be giving you energy?
MCTs are different to conventional fats or LCT “Long Chain Triglycerides” which are made up of 16 or
more carbon atoms strung together. Medium chain triglycerides on the other hand, are made up of a
much shorter chain of carbon atoms of only 6 to 12.
It is because of this difference that medium chain triglycerides may be digested and metabolized much
more rapidly than regular fats giving them some interesting properties.
Firstly, medium chain triglycerides are not stored as body fat. They are transported directly to the liver,
converted to glucose, in a similar manner to carbohydrates, and then into cells to be burned for energy.
The interesting part is that MCTs may burn so quickly that their calories are essentially turned into heat
in a process called thermogenesis.
Thermogenesis boosts your metabolic rate and the higher your metabolic rate, the more calories your
body burns.
Secondly, MCT's can be an effective and easy way to increase calories providing energy but energy
that is burned, not stored. The reason you don't feel much is because you are used to your body's
systems bouncing up and down as they try to cope with the highs and lows of sugar.
MCTs are more about stable energy with:
Ÿ Less fatigue
Ÿ No sugar crash
Ÿ Constant energy levels (assuming you don't go binge on sugar or High GI carbohydrates)
Ÿ Improved endurance and recovery
Think of two hamsters on their wheels . . .
Hamster one is fuelled by your conventional sugary energy drink. It speeds up, it slows down, it drinks
more energy drink, it speeds up, it slows down until eventually it collapses when its system can't
compensate anymore.
The MCT hamster starts off at a good pace and it pretty much carries on at a steady pace, refuelling
from time to time but not speeding up and down. It goes on and on like this for a long time and it can do
this because it's using its energy for performance, not internal crisis management like hamster one.

MCT Safety
Apart from having to ease into your MCT regime until you are a seasoned veteran, most people can
use MCTs safely provided that they do not make up more than 50% of your daily fat intake – you need a
balance between MCTs, MUFAs (Monounsaturated Fats) and PUFAs (Polyunsaturated Fats).
The only exceptions would be:
Ÿ Pregnancy and breast feeding as not enough is known about the use of MCTs under these
Ÿ

circumstances.
Diabetes: MCTs can cause certain chemicals called ketones to build up in the body. This can be

Ÿ

a problem for people with diabetes and they should check with their doctor before using MCTs.
Liver problems: Because MCTs are processed primarily by the liver, they can cause serious
problems in people with liver disease. People with cirrhosis or other liver problems should not
use MCTS without first checking with their doctor.

So why MCT Coffee?
Coffee can speed up the absorption of MCTs and slightly tone down the initial reaction that some
people have to higher doses of MCTs.
The MCTs in the coffee may give your body an initial boost and adding unsalted butter adds some long
chain fats to the mix to give you longer endurance.
On the other hand you could just as easily blend the MCT oil into a cup of tea or a smoothie – we will be
providing recipes and MCT usage strategies in the Restricted Area.
Be warned, you will need an access code from a BATTLE BREW product to enter this area. Don't let
the Sergeant catch you down there without one or you may end up in the stockade.
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